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During the past year I have been characterizing antarctic
meteorites collected in Victoria Land by W. A. Cassidy
(principal investigator) and his colleagues in the 1977-78
and 1978-79 field seasons. This work has involved the prep-
aration of several hundred polished thin sections of the
meteorites, their examination with the petrographic micro-
scope, and analysis of the minerals with the electron-beam
microprobe. I classified individual meteorites by mineral
composition and their textural relationships.

Meteorites are classified into four groups: chondrites-
stony meteorites containing chondrules, which are rounded

aggregates of silicate minerals, usually 0.2-2 millimeters in
diameter; achondrites—stony meteorites without chon-
drules; stony-irons—meteorites consisting of subequal
amounts of silicate minerals and nickel-iron; and irons—
consisting essentially of a nickel-iron alloy, the nickel con-
tent usually in the 5-20 percent range. Chondrites are by
far the most common meteorite group and are subdivided
into classes according to increasing iron (Fe) content of the
pyroxene: enstatite (E) chondrites; olivine-bronzite (H)
chondrites; olivine-hypersthene (L and LL) chondrites; and
carbonaceous (C) chondrites, a separate small group charac-
terized by a matrix containing carbonaceous material.

Of the 104 meteorites characterized from the 1977-78
collection, 49 are H chondrites, 36 are L chondrites, 3 are LL
chondrites, 2 are C chondrites, and 1 is a unique chondrite
not readily classified; E chondrites are absent; there are 5
achondrites, 1 stony-iron, and 7 irons. Of the 48 meteorites
characterized from the 1978-79 collection, 10 are H chon-
drites, 17 are L chondrites, 2 are LL chondrites, 1 is a C
chondrite; E chondrites are absent; there are 8 achondntes,
no stony-irons, and 10 irons. Of the latter group, nine, the
Derrick Peak (80°04'S 156°22'E) irons, were found in close
proximity and appear to be pieces of a single meteorite fall.
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Our major goal during last field season was to collect
meteorites at a large patch of bare ice that extends westward
from Reckling Peak (76°16'S 159°15'E) for a distance of

about 100 kilometers. Philip Kyle had crossed this area
during field season 1978-79 and had recovered five mete-
orites; our purpose was to see if the zone of meteorite
occurrence was extensive or limited. Traveling with snow
machines and sledges, we crossed the ice patch about 16
kilometers west of Reckling Peak, following the same route
as the Kyle party. During a day's search around this site we
recovered 14 meteorites. The collection included one iron,
generally considered relatively rare. Traveling westward
along the northern fringes of the ice patch, we recrossed a
feature originally described by William MacDonald (per-
sonal communication) as a possible nunatak having an out-
line similar to an elephant. On the stereo photos it does
indeed appear to be a nunatak and its resemblance to an
elephant, or possibly a wooly mammoth, is almost uncanny
(see figure). We did not survey the entire feature, but must
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presumed to be downstream from the sites where the mete-
orites were found. It will also be important to know from
future work if bare ice zones between our two discovery
sites, beyond elephant moraine and around Brimstone Peak
(75°38'S 158°33'E) and Ricker Hills (75°41'S 159°l0'E), bear
meteorites.

Further work was done at Allan Hills: 53 meteorites were
collected, and ice vector measurements were made (see
Annexstad and Nishio, Antarctic Journal of the U.S., this
volume). Preliminary determinations suggest an ablation
rate of 5 centimeters per year in the area of greatest mete-
orite concentration. At an ablation measurement site estab-
lished 2 years earlier, it was found that 10 centimeters of ice
had ablated. The rate was not constant, however; during
1978 no ice ablated.

Elephant moraine (S toward top). Outlines of the feature are
produced by a combination of moraine deposits and drifted
snow. The area shown includes all sites where meteorites
were recovered during our north-south traverse of this ice
patch.

report that most of it seems to be an ice-core moraine. We
found no outcrops.

We did recover 14 meteorite specimens nearby. Six to
eight of these were achondrites, six of which may be frag-
ments of a single individual.

The ice patch has now been surveyed at two points 50
kilometers apart, and meteorites have been found at both
sites. The fact that relatively rare types were found at both
locations suggests that larger numbers (presumably of the
more common types) will be recovered there in the future.
Both sites are associated with moraines, suggesting the
presence of sub-ice impediments to flow, as we have in-
ferred is the case at Allan Hills (76°45'S 159°40'E). The ice
patch also displays a pronounced surface monocline, as at
Allan Hills. The site is different from Allan Hills, however,
in that there is no absolute barrier to flow in the down-
stream direction. This may imply smaller concentrations of
meteorites at the new site because meteorites exposed at the
surface by ablation would be carried away. If this were the
case, one would expect to find earlier exposed meteorites on
any patch of ice downstream from the original exposure
site. For this reason it will be important to determine direc-
tions of ice movement over the entire region, which is

Ice was also collected at four Allan Hills sites for
carbon-14 (' 4C), carbon dioxide (CO2), and trapped air
determinations.

Reconnaissance searches were made at the Ellsworth
Mountains, making use of the presence of a large field camp
there. Very few bare ice patches were available to search,
and no meteorites were found. A probable explanation for
the lack of residual concentrations is that the collecting area
is not large. An east-west ridge extends to the west from
about the midpoint of the range, and ice passing the north-
ern and southern ends of the range has traveled only from
this ridge. Topographic data were obtained from David
Drewry (in press).

During the 1979-80 season we also obtained two jars of
sludge from the bottom of the meltwater tank at South Pole
Station. This material presumably is contaminated by
smoke particles from burning diesel oil and overflying air-
craft, but may also contain cosmic dust particles. Samples of
the sludge are available on request.

Project personnel were John Annexstad, Lee Benda, Wil-
liam Cassidy, Fumihiko Nishio, and Louis Rancitelli. The
project was carried out between 15 November 1979 and 20
January 1980.

This work was supported by National Science Foun-
dation grant DPP 78-21104.
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